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COMMUNITY RESTART - Nan Chi Chang Community, Taipei

 In 1950’s Taipei had to face big amount of immigrants. Most of them were 

the military Nationalist government community that escaped after the civil war from 

mainland China to Taiwan. These people needed to live somewhere. First they created 

squatter communities but in 1960’s the government started to build new residences for 

them. This is the case of our site -  Nan Chi Chang community, built in 1964 on a place 

of a former military airport - called also as “Southern Airport”. 

 This residence originally at the edge of the Taipei City is nowadays already with-

in its central area, not far from the main tourist attraction Chiang Kai-shek Memorial Hall 

and Taipei Botanical Garden. 

 The condition of the community is getting worse every year. Former families 

left their flats and the community became a place just for elderly, unemployed or handi-

caped people that do not even profit from the nightmarket that took place on the main 

central street and blocked the only green space that was planted in the area. 

The level of occupying the public space went so far that a sort of  a “labyrinth“ was cre-

ated and just residents probably know the way to the main vertical cores that lead to 

their flat. 

 The public and also media started to call this place a “tumour“. And the govern-

ment began to make plans of a “regeneration“ for this area. The plan is to demolish it 

and build new fancy apartment blocks that  none of the existing residents would be able 

to afford. 

 We think that for the “regeneration“ we do not need to demolish the buildings 

that can still serve for living purposes.  We believe that a proper way of “restarting” the 

community would be more economic and also faster. The solution that we propose 

will improve the conditions , recreate relationships between neighbours and invite new 

families to live in.
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CONCEPT - private/public vertical social space

 We believe that the change has to 

come from the community. The today’s sit-

uation of the community is very complicat-

ed. After during several analysis we found 

out that the main reason is the impropriate 

public  / social space. The residents usu-

ally do not meet each other. They live just 

next to each other without knowing their 

neighbours. That is why the most often 

used answer how to describe their lifes was  

“loneliness“. 

 To extend the private space by 

building additional units on facades or 

roofs became very popular in whole Tai-

wan. These buildings are mostly illegal. But 

in Nan Chi Chang community the situation 

starts to be critical because the number 

of the illegal additions is too high and the 

structure of most of them is in a bad situ-

ation.  And there is a big risk of collapse. 

Also the main structure system of the 

whole building was not designed to bear 

these additional loads so it creates other 

problems inside the building.  

 All these are the reasons why we 

decided to design a system that combines 

public with private use and provides safe 

structure system for all these additional 

functions and still creates the typical “alive“ 

atmosphere of the inhabited facades that 

became so typical for this community. 
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2. Store│Food stand

3. Children’s playground

4. Existing store│1st floor

5. Bench

6. Tea house│Chinese chess

7. Terrace│Rest area for restaurant

8. Balcony

9. Garden

10. Main circulation

1. Units│Private use
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BUSINESS PLAN 

 The system is designed to be affordable for the existing residents. We count 

that the steel structure system would be financed by the ground floor restaurants and 

commercial spaces that can also later rent the first floor platforms to extend their res-

taurant sitting areas etc.  These merchants have enough capital to finance the structure. 

They will profit a lot from the improvement of the community. There are at least 15 

commercial units for each facade that can share the price for the steel structure.

 

 The residents will finance just the costs of the floorslabs for circulation and the 

activity area.  Then they have several choices for their private units.  If they want to have 

closable space they can buy different types of side and front walls to create a space ac-

cording to their needs. Or they can indeed use the recycled material from their previous 

additional units. They just have to respect the divison for activity and circulaton area.  

The cheapest  possibility is to leave the platform open and use it as a balcony, garden or 

a common space. 

STORE

Commercial area
Store 
Rest area

Residential area
Living & Social
Activity area

Just pay for the decks

pay for the decks
get rent
then build the unit 
when they want

Residents can choose any kind 
of wall they want

Buy the wall than the unit.

Buy and build by 
themself

c

S
For restaurant & Store

3F-5F Residents

2F Residents

Affordability

Reciprocal

-Phase 1│The framework

-Phase 2│Platforms

-Phase 3│Residents’ choices = Needs
Variable foldable wall types can be purchased by the 
residents in shop and easily transported  to the site and 
installed on the platforms. If the needs change each wall type 
can be also easily changed for another one.

Shop owners can rent first floor’s platforms to enlarge their 
business space- for example for restaurant seating area.

 

Residents can also make their investment into the slabs 
refundable by starting a shop stand or public laundry.

The steel framework is the only part that requires crane 
technology.
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A. Side wall types│Door

B. Front wall types

C. Options│Depending on locals’ needs  
Bedroom│Storage Rest area│Bench Office│Studio Shop│Food stand Tea house│Chinese Chess

Residents can 
choose any kind 
of wall they want

Rotate the wall

Rotate the 
sliding door For the signage

The size of the table 
is appropriate to 
play Chinese Chess

The wall designed 
to have sunlight

1. Wall 2. Normal door 3. Sliding door

1. Wall 2. Wall with window 3. Wall & Bed│Seat 4. Wall & Desk│Stand

1.7M
1M

1M
1M

1M0.9M

Circulation

Activity area For the unit

For the entry

Door
Framework

The wall with
sliding door

The wall Residents have 
different choice
of the wall

-All loads will be transmited
by external steel frame

-The floorslabs are made
of 1m wide parts - to be easily
transported

-The space is devided 
for circulation and other 
activities

-The front wall consists of
3 parts 1m wide.

-Between all units there will
 be partition side walls. 
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COSTS ESTIMATION


      


  

  

  


      
      

















      
      
      


      
      
      
      


